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On Vibration of a Cylindrical Shell Immersed 

in Water 
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Abstract 
Fumiki KITO* 

When a cylindrical shell, which is immersed in water makes 
a vibratory motion, the surrounding water also vibrates, thus 
causing the so-called effect of virtual mass upon the vibration. 
The Author has made theoretical formula for estimation of the 
amount of virtual mass, for several cases in which rigid walls 
and vibrating shell-walls are arranged in various ways as sketched 

in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1-1 

I. Introduction 

The Author has previ
ously made studies on the 
effect of virtual mass of 
surrounding water upon 
the vibrations of shells, 

gratings of flat plates, 
etc.s>s> As a continuation 
of this theoretical study, 
the Author here gives 
theoretical formula for 
the amount of virtual 
mass of water, when 
a cylindrical shell is im
mersed in a water region 
and is making a vibratory 
motion. Various arran
gements of cylindrical 
shell in vibration and 
rigid boundary walls are 
shown in Fig. 1. 

In this figure the slender 
lines show wall of shell 
which is vibrating, while 
the thick lines show rigid 

* .!tJ!A.!il!:f}jt Dr. Eng., Professor of Keio University 
2) On Vibration of Cylindrical Shell, which is Filled with Water, This Journal, 

3) On Effect of Virtual Mass of -a Grating of Flat Plates, This Journal, 
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On Vibration of a Cylindrical Shell Immersed in Water 

boundaries. (a), (b), (c) 
and (f) correspond to 
the case of continuous 

· cylindrical shells, 
supported at equal 
distances 1. '(d), (e) and 

. (h) show cases of finite 
closed bonndary walls. 
(g) and (i) are cases 
in which rigid plane 
boundary walls perpen
didular to the axis of 
the cylindrical shell 
extend to infinity, water 
region also extending 
to infinity. 

II. General Consider
ations 

As pointed out in 
•previous · Reports, we 

may approximately ap
ply the potential e
quation \72cp=O instead 
of the wave equation 

\72tP = _!_ ()':lt{J 
& ()t2 

so long as the wave 

~-----
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~~=-~: = ~~~ -
__ WALL OF CYLINDRICAL SHELL 

MAKING VIBRATIONS 
--RIGID WALL 
==~WATER REGION 

Fig. 1·2 

S3 

length in water is large in comparison with the main dimensions of th~ cylinder. 
The radial displacement w at any instant, of the cylindrical! shell is expressed 

by 

w= WcoskxsinnlJcoSO>t 

where k=7t/l, n a whole number giving no. of nodal lines, and ID the angular 
frequency of vibration. 

The ·fundamental solution tP1 for case (a) is given by 

where 

~~ =Al,.(kr) coskx sinn8 siniDt 

A= IDW 
kl,.'(ka) 
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Fumiki KITO 

While for case (f), it is given by 

where 
c/l1= A K,. (kr) coskx sinnO siniDt (2) 

A Ca>W 
=- kK,.'(ka) 

In general, the function ¢J1 has the form, 
c/>1 = AF( r) coskx sinnO sinCa>t (3) 

For other cases we put ¢J = ¢1 + cf>s, and determine cf>s in such a way that on the 
surface of vibrating shell we have ocp./or=O, while on the rigid boundary we have· 
04>/0n=O(c/li+C/>s)/On=O. For cases (b) and (c), the expression for cfl• consisting 
of a single term can be obtained. 

For cases (c), (e) and (h), q,. are expressed as an infinite series of so-called 
Fourier-Bessel expansion, in the form:-

(4) 

In cases (g) and (i), cf>• can be expressed, at least formally, as a form of Fourier
Bessel integral. 

Total amount of kinetic energy of water is given by calculating the value of 
the integral 

(5) 

taken over the boundary surface, where Ocfl/an is the velocity component normal 
to the surface. The only boundary surface where Ocfl/on is not zero is the surface 
of the vibrating surface of the cylindrical shell. On the other hand, we have, on 
the surface of the shell; 

o¢J = ow = - W Ca>coskx silinO sin(.c)t an ot 
Putting the values ( 4) and (6) into (5), .we .have 

I. = ~A W(.c) [ ~ F(a) + L! (k~!mi') cosh m; • l-~t(a) ]1ta sin1(Ut 

For kinetic energy of shell wall, which is moving by radial displacement 

w = W cosks sinn8cOSCa>t 

and whose density is p.· and thickness h, ·we have 

T,. = pm.Ca> W' ah :' sin•(.c)t 

The ratio of virtual mass to actual mass· is .given by 

where 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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and k=1t/l. 
We can also construct theoretical formula for the factor E, for the cases in which 
the function r/Js is given in a form of Fourier-Bessel integral. 

III. Theoretieal Formula for Virtual Mass in Each Special Cases 

In what follows, the results of calculation, according to the method of previous. 
section, of theoretical value of the factor of virtual mass E for each ·special cases 
(a) to (i) as sketched in Fig. 1 will be given. 

Case (a) Here we have 

F(r) = J,.(kr), 

r/Jt=O 

c=( ~: )( ~ )K 
Case (b) Here we have 

A roW 
=- kl,.'(ka) 

where K= I,.(ka) 
kal,.'(ka) 

F(r) = K,.(kr)l,.'(kb)- K,.'(kb)I,.(kr) 

where a>b. 

A roW 
= - k[K,.'(ka)I,'(kb)-K,'(kb)I,.'(ka)] 

r/Jt=O 
K _ 1 . K,.(ka)I,'(kb)-K,.'(kb)I,.(ka) 

- ka K,.'(ka)I,.'(kb)-K,.'(kb)I,.'(ka) 

k=1t/l 

Case (c) Here we have the same formula a.s in the case (b). The only dif
ference is that here b>a. 

Case (d) This case has been treated fully by the Author in. the previous paper. 
Case (e) In this case there exist rigid plane walls at ~ = ± 1/2. The velocity 

potential ~ is written in the form r/J=r/J~+r/Jt, where 

r/J1 =A[I,.'(kb)K,.(kr)-K,.'(kb)l,.(kr)] coskx sinn8 sinrot. 

A roW 
= - 1{/G.'(ka)l,.'(kb)-K,.'(kb)l,.'(ka)] 

¢l1 = .'EBccoshma/c(r)sinn8 .sinrot 

f,(r) = J,.(m,r) Y,.'(m_ca)-J,.'(m,a) Y,.(mtr) = T,.(mc,r) 

We must have fir/Jt/fir=O at r=a and r=b. Hence 

J,.'(mcb)Y,.'(mca) -J,.'(m,a)Y,.'(""b) = 0 (11) 

so that the parameters m;a=Xc must be so chosen as to satisfy the equation 

J,.'(X,) _ Y,.'(Xc) 
J,.'('J\cE) - Y,.'(XcE) (12) 

where E = bfa. 
Moreover, we must have, at s = ±l/2, 

( 9 ) 
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so that 

Fumiki KITO 

8¢1 + ocf>a = 0 
8x ax ' 

2JBtmt sinh ';d [Jn(mtr)Yn'(mta)-J,a'(mta)Yn(m,r)] 

= "ZB1mi sinh ~d Sn(mt,r) = A[ln(kb)Kn(kr)-ln(kr)K,.'(kb)] 

where we have put 

Sn(mt,r) = Jn(mir)Yn' (mta) -J,,/(mta)Yn(mtr) 

This equation means that the right hand side of this equation is expressed as 

a form of Fourier-Bessel integral4> Hence we have 

where 
g(u) = ln'(kb)Kn(kr)-ln(kr)Kn'(kb) 

Now we have, by a lengthy but easy calculation ; 

J: ug(u) Sn(A.,u)du 

= ; k2~ A2 [ J:'"n'(A.a)Jn'(Ah) ..:_J,/('Aa)Yn'(Ah)] 

- ~ k2~ ).._2[ ln'(kb)Kn'(ka)-Kr/(Kb)ln'(ka)] 

so that we have, referring to (11), 

J: ug(u) Sn(mi,u)du 

= ~l J?2+lm
12 

[ ln'(kb)Kn'(ka)-K,/(kb)ln'(ka) J 
Hence 

Bt = Mt k [1,/(kb)Kn'(ka) -Kn'(kb)ln'(ka) J 
. h md · k2 +mt2 

ffltSlll 2-

(13) 

(13) 

Thus, knowing the values of coefficients Bt, the virtual mass-factor K can be 

calculated from the general formula (10), where 

ft(a) = Sn(m,a) 

= Jn(mta) 11n'(mta)-Jn'(mta)Yn(mta) 

1 

Note: The function Sn(mt,r) has similar property as the function 

4) See Note below. 

( 10 ) 



On Vibration of a Cylindrical Shell Immersed in Water 

T,.(m,,1'') = Jn(mt1')Y,.(m,a)-Jn(m,a)Yn(mt1') 

'<I. N· Sneddon, Fourier Transforms, 1951, §8.3) 

37 

Thus we can show, by actual calculation and repeated application of Lommel 
integrals, that, 

J:Qn(X,u) Q,.(p.,u) udu = 0 

for A= m,, p. = m;, i=Fj. 

Also we obU.,in by actual calculation, 

J:[ Qn(A:,u)]2udu 

= ( 1- /\~;2 )[ Yti'(A.a)Jn(Xb)-Jn'(Xo)Yn(Xb)T +( 1 + ~~~-)( ~ Y = M, 

where A= m,. 
, For validity. of expansion of a function in the form 

IJ A, Q,. (m~, r) 
' 

it i!l ne~~ry to prove the completeness of the set of functions Q,. (m,, r) ( ,· = 1, 
2, 8, • • • • ) The above discussion stands on the assumption that this set of 
functions is complete. ( See also, W. B. Ford, Studies oil Divergent Series and· 
SUDllll8bility, 1916, Chap. V, III ) 

Case (f) Here we have 

F( r) = K,.(l~r), coW A=---;-;;=-=-,..---=--. IIK,.'(ka) 

c/>t = 0, 

c = ( ~ )( ak) K, where K = .K,.(ka) 
,..... kaK,.'(ka) 

Case (g) In this case, rigid plane walls represented by x= +l/2 and x= -l/2; 
extend to infinity. For this case we have to put l/J=t/Jt+l/Js. The radial velocity 
VJI is given by 

Now, let us put 

cf>, = J; s/(s)Q,.(s,r)dscoskxsinnOsincot (14) 

where 
Q,.(s,r) = J,.(sr)Y,.'(sa)-:- Y,.(sr)],.'(sa) 

Since Q,.'(s,r)=O, we have 8cf>,f8r=O at 1'=a. Therefore 8cf>/8r=8cf>1/8r at r=a. 
Next, along the rigid plane walls we must have 

V, =· ~~ + ~~ = 0 for x = ± ~ 
This condition requires that 

( 11 ) 



38 Fumiki KITO 

kAKn'(kr) = J: sf(s)Qn(s,r) ds 

This is an inversion problem quite similar to that treated by Sneddon. 
Case (h). For this caSe, the formal solution is quite the same as in Case (e), 

only difference being that here we have b<a. 

Fig. 2 

potential cf>a· 

Case (i) Solution for 
the case of cylindrical shell 

with open ends. 
By " open ends '' we 

imply that at the end of 
the shell the water is con
nected to a water region 
extending to infinity, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

In this case, we consider 
that the water of outside 
region also makes a vibra
tory motion with velocity 

Taking new origin of coordinates at ends (See Fig. 2) we assume that 

cf>a = ~~ e8zF(s) ]n(sr)ds sinO sinrot (15) 

for the region x < 0. 
For space inside the shell, we take 

cf>x + cf>2 = A sink% lra(kr) sin118 sinrot 

+ ~Dtcoshmt ( x - ~ l) ]ra(mtr) sinn8 sinrot (16) 

where De are unknown constants and mt the roots of equation ],.'(ma)=O, as 
before. For values of velocity components Vr and Vcu at the plane x=O, we have 
two sets of values, the one being given by (15) :-

( Va:)o = J ~sF( s) ],.( sr)ds sinn8 sinrotdt (17) 

(Vr)o = J; sF(s)],.'(sr)dssinn8sinrotdt 

while the other set is obtained from (16) 

(Va:)o = kAI,.(kr) sinn8 sinrot 

(18) 

+I] Dtmt sinh (- "';.1 ) ],.(mtr) sinn8 sinrot . (19) 

(Vr)o = ~Dtmccosh(- ~1 )J,.'(m,r)sinn8sinrot (20) 

Now, let us compare (17) and (19). We must have 

( 12 ) 
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~~ F(s)s]n(sr)ds = kAin(kr) - :E Dtmt sinh m2
1
Jn(mtr) 

for O<r<a 

= 0, for a<r 

l 
f 

(21) 

According to a theorem on Fourier-Bessel Integrals* we have in general 

J; ds J: sA["l'(~)]]n(~s)]n(sr)dA. = "l'(r) for O<r<a 

= 0 for a<r 

comparing this with (21), we observe that 

F(s) == J: ~InCAs) [ kAin(~X) - ~ Dtmt sinh m~l ]nCmtr) ] tA 

= kA k2~s:a [ k]n(sa) I,a'(ka)-sln(ka)]n'(sa)] 

- :EDtmcsinh m
2
,l sJ a 

1 
{mJn(sa)]n'(m,a)-s]n'(sa)],.(mca)} · -m, 

= kA kl~s1 [ k]n(sa) ln'(ka)-sln(ka)]n'(sa)] 

+I] D,m, sinh m
2
'1 

1 
as 

2 
]~'(sa) ]n(m,a) s -m, 

So that we have by (18), putting ka=K, 

(Vr )o = sin nO sinrot KA 

J; k~~s~ [ k]n(sa)ln'(K)-sln(K)],.'(sa)]]n'(sr) ds 

+ :E D,m, sinh m
2
d J"" 

1 
as

1 

1 
].,.'(sa)]n(m,a)]n'(sr)ds 

OS -me 

and this must coincide with (16). Integrating by '1 we have 

~ Dt cosh m2lln(m,r) 

Observing that 

= KA ~~ k~!s~ [ k]n(sa)l,.'~K)-sln(K)]n'(sa)]J,.(sr)ds 
+ :E Dtmt sinh m

2
,l j"" .d as 

1 
].,.'(sa)]n(mca)]n(sr)ds 

o ~--m, 

J:Jn(mcr)]n(sr) ds = -s]n'(sa)]n(m1a) 

we have, by Fourier-Bessel Expansion ; -

* Gray and Mathews, Bessel Functions, VIII § 3 

( 13 ) 
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D, cosh~~· 2!,1 rc m/Ja2-n1 ) ]n(m,a)2 ] 

= KAJoo -k
2 

1 
ll [k]n(sa)I,/(K)-sln(K)],.'(sa)] 

o +s . 
[ -s],/(sa)]n(m,a)]ds 

+ ~ DJmJsinh m
2
J1 Joo 

2
:

5 
1 ],.'(sa)]n(mJa) 

, o s mJ 

[ -s]n'(sa)]n(m,a)]ds (22) 

( i = 1, 2, 3, ..•. ) 

This being a system of linear simultaneous equations for De, these unknown 
oonstants are determined. 

The amount of total kinetic energy of water can be obtained b~ taking surface 
integral of 

<P x ( normal velocity ) 
along all the boundary surface. The rigid plane wall at x = 0 ( a<r<:-o) contri
butes nothing to the integral, since normal velocity at there is zero. So that the 
kinetic energy of water is given by the same formula as in previous section, 
provided we interchange the coefficients B, by D,. Therefore, we have, for the 
effect of virtual mass of water ; -

E _ T. _ ( P• )( a ) I,.(ka) 
- T,. - Pm h ln'(ka)-ka 

[ 1 +~ n, m,a . 
t A In(ka) 

2k1 cosh ( {- mtl )] 
(kl+m,l) 

For a practical estimation, there remains the question of convergence of series Dt. 

( 14 ) 


